
TIPS: 

 Read Q carefully to see what it is and is not about. E.g. if already served, already filed in 
relevant jurisdiction, telling us the COA.  

 Check if being asked to advise both parties or only one. 

 If it says all procedural matters- go through all 

 USE HEADINGS – proceedings 1, proceedings 2  

COURT ADJUDICATION UNDER AN ADVERSARIAL SYSTEM 

 
Civil procedure: A person wronged (plaintiff) may bring an action seeking a range of remedies 
including award of monetary damages against alleged wrongdoer (defendant) 
Aim of litigation: achieve resolution of a conflict by guaranteeing a result  
Process: Civil proceedings commenced by parties issuing a formal claim against one or more 
parties. Defendant responds. Disputed issues are narrowed down and prepared for trial: pleadings, 
directions hearing and pre-trial conferences. Mediation and Case Appraisal (ADR). If case doesn’t 
settle and is not abandoned, goes for trial.  

Define Procedural Law & Relationship with Substantive Law 
Procedural law governs the conduct of proceedings before a court, tribunal or quasi-judicial body. 
It is distinguished from substantive law which is the law being enforced including criminal, torts, 
contracts, equity, land & property. 

Distinguish Civil and Criminal Procedure 
Civil 

 Actions brought by persons wronged (Plaintiff) seeking to obtain a range of remedies, 
including an award of monetary damages, for themselves from the wrongdoer (Defendant). 

 The action may be based in an area of civil law including tort, contract, property or equity. 

 Plaintiff must prove its case against the defendant on the balance of probabilities. 

 Procedure: (1) the Plaintiff issues a formal Claim against the Defendant (2) the Defendant 
responders (3) disputed issues are prepared for trial - directions hearings and pre-trial 
conferences (4) if a case doesn't settle, it goes on for trial. 

Criminal 

 Actions brought by the state to punish offenders and protect the public.  

 Usually prosecuted by the police or Crown Prosecutor (representing the State) against 
alleged perpetrator/s of an offence or crime (the accursed or defendant). 

 Prosecution must prove its case against the defendant beyond reasonable doubt . 
Structure of the Australian Court System 

States and Territories: Lower Courts (Magistrates) Intermediate Courts (District) Superior 
Courts (Supreme). 

 Have general original jurisdiction, are intermediate appeal courts and primarily responsible 
for supervision of state/territory law and legal institutions. 

 
Federal Court System: High Court, Federal Court, Family Court 

 Have defined statutory jurisdiction (rather than general jurisdiction) 

 There is one lower court - the Federal Magistrates Service - established 1999 

Sources of Civil Procedural Law 

1. Legislation establishing the relevant Courts 
Supreme Court of Queensland Act 1991 (Qld) 
Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) ; LAA 

2. Delegated Legislation (Rules of Court) 
Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 1999 (Qld) 

3. Practice Notes and Directions 
Made by the courts - Superior Courts have power to regulate their own procedure. 

The Adversarial and Inquisitorial Models of Litigation 
Adversarial 

 Legal principle is derived from judgments (and legislation). 

 Proceedings are conducted as a contest between opposing parties who control the 
proceedings by deciding the issues and the evidence to put before the court. 

 Truth is tested through cross-examination. 

 In the past, parties controlled the flow of proceedings; they determined if and when a matter 
was listed for hearing. 

 The trial was a distinct and separate stage in the litigation process (pre-trial procedures quite 
separate).  

 The judge was an impassive observer. 
Inquisitorial 

 Law found in authoritative statements or codes of basic legal principles issued by the state. 

 Legal proceedings are a continuous series of meetings, hearings, written communications 
and submissions. 

 There is greater reliance on documents as a basis for proof of the truth. 

 Judges play a more proactive role – actively questioning the parties and witnesses.   
 

The Changing Nature of the Adversarial System: Problems & Reforms 
Problem 

A system of litigation in crisis - crippled by excessive delays and costs because: 

 Long delays 

 Lack of efficiency 

 High costs 
 Need for courts rather than parties to manage cases to reduce these problems 
 Case flow management systems implemented  

 

CASE MANAGEMENT  

R 367: The court may make an order about the conduct of proceedings it considers appropriate, 
even though it may be inconsistent with another provision of these rules.  
 
Adversarial nature of proceedings meant that parties managed their cases rather than the courts 
Court supervision and control of cases from the time of their commencement to their disposition 
WHY: Time efficiency, cost efficiency, administration of justice, public perception of 
administration of justice 
 
Qld Supreme Court PD No 17 of 2012: sets timelines for the progress of a litigious matter once 
originating proceedings served. 

 Resolved proceedings are de-activated.  

 Conflicting views as to the relative weight to be given to court efficiency and the interests of 
the parties to the individual cases. 

 
Rule 5(1) UCPR: The purpose of these rules is to facilitate the just and expeditious 
resolution of the real issues in civil proceedings at a minimum of expense 
5(3): In proceeding in a court, a party impliedly undertakes to the court and to the other parties to 
proceed in an expeditious way 
5(4): The court may impose appropriate sanctions if a party does not comply with these rules or an 
order of the court  
R 367(1): The court can make any order/direction about the conduct of a proceeding it considers 
appropriate, even if inconsistent with another provision of UCPR 
(3): (a) Require copies of pleadings, (b) limit time of trial (c) limit time in presenting case (d) require 
evidence given by affidavit/orally (e) limit number of witnesses (including expert) (f) limit time in 
examine/cross examine witness  
 
ASCR rule 7: Lawyers have a duty to advise and consider alternatives to litigation  
R319: Court can make an order and refer parties to ADR 
Rigato Farms P/L v Ridolfi 

 Original claim Qld court of appeal for injuries plaintiff suffered at work.  

 Notice for admission of facts of negligence on employer and breach of duty of care. 
Referenced consequences of failing to respond to notice would be deemed admission. 

 Employee lawyers did not respond  

 New lawyers bought application to have these admissions withdrawn.  

 HELD: “Fulfilling procedural requirements will often contribute significantly to securing an 
ultimate result which may be considered just”. Held they did not get to withdraw it.  

Qld v JL Holdings 1997: OVERRULED  

 Late application by defendant to amend defence refused by Federal Court. On appeal the 
HC allowed the amendment- one of the issues was the definition of justice- court held it was 
individual justice.  

Aon Risk Services Australia Ltd v ANU (2009) 

 ANU commenced proceedings in ACT Supreme against 3 insurers for indemnity from 
insurers for loss in bushfire. Matter listed for 4 week trial- on second day, ANU settled claim 
against insurers but wished to continue against insurance brokers.  

 ANU applied to amend statement of claim to bring it against insurance brokers (4 weeks 
vacated now they want adjournment)  

 Court very unsympathetic to application for adjournment- not just about individual justice of 
the parties, but public perception of administration of justice.  

 Fact of substantial delay and wasted costs will assume importance on an application for 
leave to amend.  

 More weight given to ‘justice’ for the public as a whole in reducing cost and delay so other 
litigants have timely access to courts. Parties have choices as to what claims are to be made 
and how they are to be framed. But limits will be placed upon their ability to effect changes 
to their pleadings, particularly if litigation is advanced. 

Althaus v Australia Meat Holdings Pty Ltd [2009] 

 Plaintiff tried on 10 separate occasions to plead their case, kept getting it wrong.  

 Held the plaintiff’s persistent, incompetent and ineffectual attempts is an abuse of process. 
The time for indulgence has passed. They must suffer the consequences of their own 
failures. N.B. Different view of self-represented litigants.  

  

COST ORDERS AGAINST PRACTITIONERS AT COMMON LAW 

 Courts inherent jurisdiction to award costs against legal practitioners  

 Should only be invoked where serious dereliction of the practitioner’s duty to the court 

 Court will make an order for costs where practitioner “unreasonably” initiates or continues 
those proceedings.  

 Practitioner’s actions will be unreasonable where s/he has an ulterior purpose in instituting 
the proceeding e.g. to buy time for a client about to become bankrupt (abuse of process) 
White Industries v Flower & Hart 

Hopeless cases/where little prospect of success 

 Balance of competing interests as party is entitled to have practitioner act for them even in 
unmeritorious case. But Lawyer must not commence proceeding without any, or any proper 
consideration of the question whether the proceeding has any prospect of success at all.  

 Courts have indicated they will consider whether the lawyer: 
o Had sufficient knowledge of the case to justify pursuing it 
o Caused a letter of demand to be written 
o Considered settlement 
o Had proper grasp of the issues 
o Had turned mind to relevant law and facts 
o Had read relevant authorities;  
o Had advised client that their chance of success was very poor.  

N.B. As a lawyer always get instructions in writing 
 
RESTRAINING VEXATIOUS AND HOPELESS LITIGATION 

 Court has inherent jurisdiction to strike out vexatious claims and claims that constitute 
repetition of a hopeless case 

 Vexatious proceedings act 2005 (QLD) 

 S5: Court has power to make an order on the application of the AG or the registrar of the 
court, or with leave, a person against whom another person has instituted proceedings or 
conducted vexatious proceedings 

 Vexatious proceedings defined widely to include: (a) abuse of process (b) instituted or 
conducted to harass or annoy, to cause delay or detriment or other wrongful purpose 
(c) without reasonable grounds.  

 Covers both institution and conduct of proceedings.   
FACT SCENARIO WHERE LEGAL PRACTITIONER SANCTIONED BY COST ORDER: Sam, a 
legal practitioner at Minter Ellison was consulted by their client McDonalds who were likely to go 
bankrupt due to a claim against them by Hungry Jacks. Sam advised McDonalds to begin a claim 
for fraud and negligence against Hungry Jacks, even though he knew this claim had no prospect of 
success but nevertheless advised McDonalds to proceed in order to secure a bargaining position or 
delay bankruptcy. Minter Ellison was ordered to pay Hungry Jacks legal costs on an indemnity 
basis.  
 
 

COURT PROCESS- BASIC STRUCTURE  
 [1] Civil proceedings are commenced by party (Pl) issuing a formal claim against the 

other (Def). There are 2 types of originating processes Claim (Form 2), Statement of 
Claim (Form 16) OR Application (Form 5), affidavits (Form 46). 

 [2] Filing  Issuing by Court  Service 
 [3] Def responds (if not Pl can seek default judgment). Def can also respond with a 

counterclaim / third party notice 
 [4] Disputed issues are prepared for trial (Directions hearings and pre-trial 

conferences)  
 [5] May go to ADR -> If case does not settle, goes for trial 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PRACTICAL QUESTION ANSWER GUIDE- ‘Advise on all relevant procedural matters’ 

(1) Parties (2) COA & Remedies (3) Time limits (4) Jurisdiction (5) Procedure 
WHAT (COA), WHY (remedies), WHERE (court/location), WHEN (time limitations), HOW 
(procedure) 
DO DIAGRAM IN PERUSUAL IF Q ABOUT PARTIES  

1. PARTIES  

PLAINTIFF: A person who has been wronged  
DEFENDANT: An alleged wrongdoer  

a) IF MULTIPLE PARTIES- PRIOR TO COMMENCING PROCEEDINGS 

At the start of proceedings all parties may join as P/Ds who are necessary and proper for the final 
resolution of a dispute.  
During proceedings if it becomes clear that additional parties must be added or substituted for 
existing parties they may do so Rule 69 
USE HEADINGS – PROCEEDING 1, PROCEEDING 2 

PROCEDURAL OPTION 1: JOINT DEFENDANTS/PLAINTIFFS (people plaintiff would know 
about- have info on) 

Sue anyone who may potentially be at fault, want as many defendants as possible 
Don’t throw in a plaintiff unless they have suffered a civil wrong  
  
R 65(1) 2 or more persons (+ corps/businesses) may be PLAINTIFFS/applicants or 
DEFENDANTS/respondents if: 
(a) Separate proceedings were brought by or against each of them and a common question of 

law or fact may arise in all the proceedings; or 
(b) All rights to relief sought in the proceeding arise out of the same transaction or event or 

series of transactions or events 
EXAMPLE: NOT if balcony accident and car accident from not paying attention.  

Smith v Foley: Defendant, fired, slandered firm & partner in separate publications. Plaintiff joined 
in proceedings. Held, misjoinder because there was no common question of fact or law and the 
slander was in separate publications and not "the same transaction or event". 
 
 
R 65(2) 2 or more persons may be DEFENDANTS or Respondents if: 
(a) There is doubt as to (i) the person from whom the plaintiff/applicant is entitled to relief or (ii) 

the respective amounts for which each may be liable; or 
N.B. The defendant(s) ultimately found innocent will be protected in costs and the responsible party 
will generally bear those costs directly or indirectly.  
Smyth v McLeod: Plaintiff (injured passenger in a MV collision) sued 4 defendants. The Plaintiff 
succeeded against D1 & D2 but not D3 & D4. Held, D1 & D2 had to pay the costs for D2 & D4 
because the Plaintiff had done everything reasonably expected to avoid joining D3 & D4. That 
joinder was necessary by the refusal of D1 & D2 to admit liability. 
 

PROCEDURAL OPTION 2: DEFENDANT- ISSUE THIRD PARTY NOTICE 
Third Party Notice 
Injured parties will sue the closest to the accident/people they know to be at fault.  
Defendant will then bring into the proceedings a third party whom they believe to be at fault Rule 
192. This is done by issuing a third party notice, serving claim and statement of claim for 
contribution or indemnity. 28 days to file NITD and defence 
N.B. originating proceeding = personal service  
N.B. if don’t issue it then anshun estoppel.  
 
Counter claims: If defendant suffered harm  
 

b) CHANGING PARTIES/ COA AFTER COMMENCEMENT OF PROCEEDINGS 

N.B. IF TOO FAR INTO MATTER MIGHT NOT ALLOW- CAN’T JUST KEEP CHANGING DOCS 
 

PROCEDURAL OPTION 1: PLAINTIFF APPLICATION TO JOIN/SEVER PARTIES AND 
CAUSES OF ACTION  

R 68(1) If the inclusion of a party or COA may delay the trial, prejudice another party or is otherwise 
inconvenient (2) the Court may (a) order separate trials (b) award costs to a party for attending, or 
relieve a party from attending, a part of a trial (c) stay the proceeding or (d) make another 
appropriate order. EXAMPLE: party overseas on deserted island- not contact NOT OFTEN USED 
 
R 69(1) During proceedings plaintiff may apply for the court to: 
(a) A person who has been improperly or unnecessarily included as a party be removed or 
(b) Include (i) a necessary person  (ii) a person whose presence would be desirable, just and 

convenient to enable to court to adjudicate effectually and completely on all matters 
 

+ APPLICATION TO AMEND PLEADINGS  
 
Rule 375: Amending proceedings generally  

 (1) At any stage of proceedings, the court may allow or direct a party to amend a 
claim, pleading, application etc.  

 (2): Even if the amendment would include a cause of action arising after the 
proceeding was started.  

 Common amendments: Add party or cause of action if forgotten  
 
Rule 376(4): Although limitation period has expired, the court may give leave to make an 
amendment to include a new COA.  
EXAMPLE: SEE BELOW 
 
COST IMPLICATIONS  
R386: Party seeking to amend usually pays any costs with amendment. If too late 
 

PROCEDURAL OPTION 2: DEFENDANT- ISSUE THIRD PARTY NOTICE 
Injured parties will sue the closest to the accident/people they know to be at fault.  
Defendant will then bring into the proceedings a third party whom they believe to be at fault Rule 
192. This is done by issuing a third party notice, serving claim and statement of claim for 
contribution or indemnity. 28 days to file NITD and defence 
N.B. originating proceeding = personal service  
N.B. if don’t issue it then anshun estoppel.  
N.B. counter claim against a third party also brings about the same results.  
COST IMPLICATIONS 
681: Winner pays losers costs 

b) TYPE OF PARTY 

PERSON 
 

COMPANY 

 A company is a separate legal entity that must sue/be sued in its own name. BUT once it 
has filed an appearance, it must have a solicitor on the record. So cannot hide behind 
corporate shield, ensure companies come out and be dealt with by a real person 

 Important to establish the company is incorporated in the court documents- include in court 
documents 

BUSINESS 

 A business is not a separate legal entity whether or not its name is registered or 
unregistered and therefore a business operator must use their/its own name to sue. 

 R 89 A proceeding may be started against a registered business name or R 90 an 
unregistered business name. 

 R 91(2) A NITD must be filed in the name of a person and not in the business name 

 R 91(3) A person who files a NITD must file and serve a statement of the names and places 
of residence of all persons who were carrying on business under the name or style. 

PARTNERSHIP 

 R 83(1) Although a partnership is not a separate legal entity, two or more partners may start 
a proceeding in the partnership name.  

 R83(2): A proceeding against persons alleged to be partners may be brought against the 
alleged partnership in the partnership name.  

 R 85 A NITD must be filed in a partner's own name, not the partnership name,  

 R 88 The Court may give leave upon application by a partner in a partnership to enforce an 
order against the individual partner who is liable to satisfy the judgment. The application 
must be served on the partner sought to be held liable. 
 

c) LEGAL CAPACITY: CHILDREN OR PERSONS UNDER A DISABILITY 

Children = under 18 

 R 93(1) A person under a legal incapacity may start or defend a proceeding only by the 
person's litigation guardian. 

 R 94(1) A person may be a LG if they (a) are not under a legal incapacity and (b) do not 
have a conflict of interest. 

R 95(1) A LH is either appointed by the court, or self-appointed (by filing consent). Consent of 
litigation guardian form 13 
R95(2) A LG can be removed by the Court. 
R 96 If a defendant who is a person under a legal incapacity does not file a NITD within the time 
limited, the plaintiff may not continue the proceeding unless a person is made LG of the defendant 
OR 
S 29LAA: Limitation period begins when turn 18, have 3 years from then for personal injury, 6 
years for other claims.  

PRISONER: R99: If a prisoner is incapable of bringing or defending a proceeding without the public 
trustee’s consent. The public trustee’s consent must be written on the front, or attached o a 
separate sheet at the back of the originating process of NITD.  
 
 

REPRESENTATIVE ACTIONS 

IN EXAM SAY: R75: There is a possibility of representative actions because the group is so large. 
Although courts appear to be taking a more expansive view of representative actions, it is likely still 
too difficult to bring a rep action, particularly where each particular plaintiff has suffered a different 
amount of damage. Next step is consolidated proceedings.   
 
R 75 One party may, whether as plaintiff or a defendant, represent other persons who have the 
same interest where the class (of persons with the same interests) is too large for each person to 
be an individual party. 

 There must be unity of interests (between each member of the class and the class and 
representative). 

 The following conditions regarding unity of interest must be fulfilled: 
– There must be a common interest 
– There must be a common grievance, and 
– The relief sought must be beneficial to all parties represented by the 

representative party. 
Law hasn’t evolved very far- difficult to manage a whole group of people with different 
interests/damages 
 
Markt & Co v Knight steamship (1910): They suffered common wrong but no common interest- 
they were not shipping the goods to common destination. The claim for each shipper had to be 
examined on its individual merit.  
 
Carnie v Esanda Finance Corp Ltd (1995): HC gave RA broader interpretation. ‘Same interest’- 
significant question common to all members of the class. Fact that the amount each pl. owed would 
be different and owed under different contracts was no barrier to brining a rep action.  
 
Class Actions 

 Not available in Qld.  

 Only available in Federal Court, Victoria & SA.  
 

CONSOLIDATION OF PROCEEDINGS 

R 78 The other option is the court may order 2 or more proceedings be consolidated if (a) the same 
or the substantially the same Q is involved in all the proceedings or (b) the decision in 1 proceeding 
will decide/affect the other proceeding/s. 
Court hears one proceeding; finding will be applied in every proceeding commenced. Still 
multiple trials but only about damages 
 
 

ANSHUN ESTOPPEL – SEE BELOW  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2. CAUSE OF ACTION & REMEDIES  

1. Negligence causing personal injury 
2. Negligence causing property damage / economic loss 
3. Breach of contract causing economic loss 
4. ACL  

REMEDIES 

Damages for breach of contract in the sum of X + interest + costs OR 
Damages for negligence causing PI 

MULTIPLE CAUSES OF ACTIONS  

R 60(1) A Plaintiff/Applicant may include multiple COAs in a proceeding (2) provided one of the 
following is satisfied:  
(a) Involves a common Q of law/fact  
(b) Arise out of the same transaction/event or series  
(c) The court gives leave (before or after commencement of proceedings). 
 
Anshun Estoppel incentive for parties to bring claims with respect to more than one COA in single 
proceeding because if not, might be barred.  

ANSHUN ESTOPPEL  

The Rules provide plaintiffs with the opportunity to join different claims in the one case. However a 
body of law has emerged which puts pressure on plaintiffs to join claims if that would be efficient 
and convenient. Essentially, if you don't join at the relevant time, you may be prevented later. 
Cause of action (instance of res judicata) precludes the re-litigation of claims made in earlier 
proceedings between the same parties in respect of the same subject matter. 
Henderson v Henderson: the Court requires the parties to litigation to bring forward their whole 
case, and will not (except under special circumstances) permit the same parties to open the same 
subject of litigation. 
 
Port of Melbourne Authority v Anshun Pty Ltd (No 2): Worker at Anshun injured handling a 
crane which malfunctioned. Anshun didn’t own crane, borrowed it from port of melb. Brought 
proceedings against anshun (employer) and anshun joined port (owners of the crane). Court 
apportioned damages – anshun 10% responsible, Port 90%. The Port attempted to bring a second 
lot of proceedings against Anshun seeking indemnity pursuant to the crane hire agreement. High 
Court held the claim for indemnity ought to have been pursued in the original proceedings.  It was 
unreasonable for the Authority to refrain from raising its case of indemnity for disposition in the first 
action. 
Relevant in the present context because failure to join a claim in a proceeding (or to raise an 
issue which could/should have been decided in earlier litigation eg by way of counterclaim) may 
preclude the pursuit of such claim/issue in a later proceeding against the same party or parties. 

 The failure to join a person as a party will normally mean that a decision made in the 
proceedings will not be binding upon that person. 

 The Court maintains the discretion as to whether a party should be prevented from litigating 
an issue which would have been more appropriately included in earlier litigation 

 Therefore all relevant parties should be joined to the same proceedings 

 Estoppel may prevent litigation between parties who were not all parties to the original 
proceedings (Rippon’s Case) - a plaintiff may be prevented from bringing proceedings 
against a party later on. 

Rippon v Chilcotin Pty Ltd: Purchasers of a business sued the vendors for breach of warranty & 
misrep in relation to the 1991 financial statements annexed to the contract of sale (overstated 
profitability of business) - succeeded on this breach of contract claim but not misrepresentation. 
The purchasers then sued the accountants who had prepared the 1991 financial statements. The 
Court of Appeal held Anshun estoppel should be applied - fresh action against the accountants 
was an attempt to litigate issues that were either decided in or barred by the earlier proceedings. 
Court wanted to avoid risk of inconsistent verdicts so did not allow. 
Accountants were not parties to the original action but should have been. 
 
FACT SCENARIO ILLUSTRATING ANSHUN ESTOPPEL: Vanessa Sued Michael, who owned a 
dental practice, where all her teeth were accidentally knocked out whilst having braces put on.  
Michael was not the dentist who performed the surgery, the surgery was performed by nervous 
nelly. Michael forgets to issue a third party notice to nelly. Once proceedings has ended as he is 
found liable, he brings an action against nelly seeking indemnity. Here, likely to be estopped from 
issuing the proceedings as Michael should have brought in nelly in the first proceedings.  
 
FACT SCENARIO: J and D receive damages for personal injuries from Sun Valley ski resort after 
the chairlift breaks while they were on it. 1 year later they commence proceedings against the 
chairlift manufacturing company (Come up with a company name). 
 
 

3. LIMITATIONS OF ACTIONS 

RELEVANT: when COA arose or when proceedings started only.  
N.B. Limitation period under LAA as opposed to time limits under UCPR 

LIMITATION PERIODS 

Consequences: if proceedings not commenced within prescribed period, action will be barred 
subject to any provisions for extension of the time limit or other mitigating factors.  
Rationales: interest of justice and efficiency. Protect defendants, reduce costs  
 
Section 11 LAA - Personal Injury 
An action or COA for damages for personal injury (based in negligence, trespass, nuisance or 
breach of duty): 3 years 
Section 10AA LAA - Defamation 
An action or a coa for defamation must not be brought after the end of 1 year from the dare of the 
publication (can be oral) of the matter complained of. 
Section 10 LAA – All other Contracts and Tort 
An action or COA for contract and tort where the damages claimed by the plaintiff do not 
consist of or include damages in respect of personal injury to any person: 6 years. 

START OF LIMITATION PERIOD 

Time begins to run the next day after the COA accrues or is complete 

 Contract: when K is breached  
o Actionable per se without proof of damage 

 Tort: when damage occurs/injury results not the time… 
o Of the commission of the wrong 
o The damage became known or discoverable to the Plaintiff 
Principle, time begins to run as soon as damage occurs, accepted in: Cartledge v Jopling: 
Personal injuries Hawkins v Clayton: Economic loss Pirelli’s Case: Property damage. 

EXTENSIONS IF STATUTE BARRED (haven’t started proceedings) 

By amending proceedings to add new causes of action and parties: R 69 & R 376 
 
Section 29 LAA - Persons Under a Disability / children  
N.B. disability has to be on the date of COA e.g. fall into coma on the day of accident. If fall into a 
coma two days later not protected. S5 definition: mental impairment 
1) Action must be brought within 6 years from the date on which the person ceased to be 

under a disability. 
2) An action to recover damages in respect of personal injury must be brought within 3 years 

from the date on which the person ceased to be under a disability. 
Applies to persons: under 18, unsound mind, convicts in prison.  
Disability ends: reach 18, able to handle personal affairs, released from custody. 

– Infants: The time will begin to run on obtaining majority:  18 years of age  
– Persons of unsound mind: Period commences once capable of handling affairs. 
– Convicts in prison: release from custody. 
 
Section 31 LAA - Personal Injuries 
FACT SCENARIO: P suffers trauma to the head after being hit by fellow surfer’s board while 
surfing. The surfer wasn't paying attention to his surroundings and was being reckless in the water. 
While initially there was pain thought it was just a bad headache. 3.5 years later he is getting a 
check-up at the doctor and it is discovered he has been suffering internal bleedings this whole time, 
which might be fatal.  
 
1) In an action for damages for personal injury of any person Where it appears to the court that 

there is: 

 Material fact 
o (i) Occurrence of the negligence, (ii) identity of the person, (iii) personal injury, (iv) 

nature and extent of personal injury, (v) extent to which the personal injury is 
caused by the negligence etc. Sola Optical Aus v Mills  

 Decisive character  
o A reasonable person knowing these facts and having taken appropriate advice 
o Reasonable prospect of success and of resulting in an award of damages sufficient 

to justify the bringing of an action on the right of action 

 Within his knowledge or means of knowledge until the last year / after first 2 years for PI or 
first 5 years otherwise 

o Does not know the fact at that time AND Taken all reasonable steps  
RESULT: The Court may order extension for 1 year from that date (within means of knowledge). 
If discover material fact in last year onwards, get another year 
Sola Optical Australia v Mills Extension granted: first read that she had lost 80% functionality of 
one arm after application. Knew injury would affect her ability to work but didn’t know the 
percentage or extent. Allowed extension.  

Dick v UQ: No extension granted D brought action against UQ as had to use particular solvent, 
causing PI. Found out about condition 21 July 1995 when first diagnosed. March 1996 consulted 
lawyers and informed of legal claim. Commenced the claim 25 July 1996. Applied for extension. 
Held: NO extension as all you found out when consulting lawyers was the opportunity for legal 
proceedings. The material fact was on 21 July 1995 when learnt about the condition.  
Castensen v Frankpile Extension granted:  
1. Material: injuries likely to affect his ability to be employed at all. AND 
2. Decisive: Changed his claim from one not worth bringing to one worth bringing AND 
3. Within his knowledge or means of knowledge: Not expected to do more than he did. Thought 

the previous injuries had healed and all was well.  
 
Section 38 LAA - Mistake or Fraud of defendant (not TP or own lawyer) 
(a) The action is based upon the fraud of the defendant; or 
(b) The right of action is concealed by the fraud of the defendant; or 
(c) The action is for relief from the consequences of mistake; 
The period does not begin until the plaintiff has discovered the fraud/mistake or could with 
reasonable diligence have discovered it. Note:  Protection of 3rd parties in s 38(2) 

CHANGE HOW YOU FRAME YOUR CLAIM  

Latent defects: Foundations, fumes, documents that don’t fulfill purpose  
1. INSTEAD OF SUING FOR CONTRACT SUE FOR NEGLIGENCE 

 In contract, damages are not element so time begins to run when breach occurs.  

 In negligence, begins to run when damage occurred. ASK:  on what date did the plaintiff 
suffer damage? 

2. INSTEAD OF CLAIMING PROPERTY DAMAGE SUE FOR ECONOMIC LOSS 

 Depends on how you frame your argument- frame as economic loss + contingent liability 

 When problems occurs/contingent liability comes to light (not when drafted) is when the 
damage occurs.  HAS TO BE SOMEHTING THAT MAY OR MAY NOT OCCUR E.g. latent 
defects in document, or crack in house- economic loss suffered when house value goes 
down- when crack can be seen. Will- economic loss occurred when person dies= then have 
interest.  

Gillespie v Elliot traditional view: Court calculates time when contract drafted not when you 
discovered problems with the clauses. Cartledge v Jopling 
Hawkins v Clayton: Held time doesn’t start when she died, it begins when he discovered he was 
executor and made contact with Clayton Utz.  
Wardley Aus v WA: Time did not start until contingent liability (may or may not have suffered loss) 
occurs- didn’t suffer loss until stopped paying rent.  USE THIS CASE  

AMENDMENT AFTER LIMITATION PERIOD EXPIRES (only if proceedings commenced -
already have one COA and want to add another) 

Bring a form 9 application with affidavits under R375 to amend pleadings and add in COA- PI. To 
get around the fact that it is statute barred... 
R376(4): AMENDMENT AFTER LIMITATION PERIOD  NORMALLY ON EXAM! 
(1): This rule applies in relation to an application for leave to make an amendment if a relevant 
period of limitation, current at the date the proceeding was started, has ended.  
The court may give leave to make an amendment:  
(2): Correcting the name of a party, even if the effect of the amendment is to substitute a new party 
only (a) the court considers it appropriate and (b) court is satisfied the mistake was genuine and not 
misleading) 
(3): Changing the capacity in which a party sues, whether as plaintiff or counterclaiming defendant 
if (a) court considers it appropriate; and (b) 
(4): Include a new cause of action if (a) the court considers it appropriate and (b) new COA 
arises out of same/substantially the same facts.  
FACT SCENARIO FOR LEAVE GRANTED TO AMEND PLEADINGS: Barry was injured whilst 
working as a cleaner with the Queensland Government. He commenced proceedings naming the 
defendant as “Department of Works, Queensland”, even though this was not a legal entity and he 
should have sued “State of Queensland”. This was not served until after the limitation period 
expired. When State of Queensland took the point that there was no legal entity by that name, the 
plaintiff applied to substitute  “State of Queensland”.  
 FACT SCENRIO FOR AMENDING PLEADINGS OUT OF TIME: Phil owns a warehouse. A fire 
erupted, causing property damage as well as severe burns to Phil. Phil goes to see LAWYERS CO, 
who commences proceedings against the electrician who put the wires in the warehouse. The 
problem is, LAWYERS CO only begun an action for neg causing property damage, they forgot to 
bring a claim for neg causing PI. Phil goes to see the solicitor to check everything is in order, and 
the solicitor, now realising the error does not mention this to Phil until 3 years have expired. Phil 
gets a different lawyer, who brings a form 9 interlocutory application to amend the pleadings and as 
per r376(4), add’s a new cause of action- PI.  
 


